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SUMMARY
Modular, repetitive structures are a key component of complexmulticellular body plans across the tree of life.
Typically, these structures are prepatterned by temporal oscillations in gene expression or signaling.
Although a clock-and-wavefront mechanism was identified and plant leaf phyllotaxis arises from a Turing-
type patterning for vertebrate somitogenesis and arthropod segmentation, the mechanism underlying lateral
root patterning has remained elusive. To resolve this enigma, we combined computational modeling with in
planta experiments. Intriguingly, auxin oscillations automatically emerge in our model from the interplay be-
tween a reflux-loop-generated auxin loading zone and stem-cell-driven growth dynamics generating periodic
cell-size variations. In contrast to the clock-and-wavefront mechanism and Turing patterning, the uncovered
mechanism predicts both frequency and spacing of lateral-root-forming sites to positively correlate with root
meristem growth. We validate this prediction experimentally. Combined, our model and experimental results
support that a reflux-and-growth patterning mechanism underlies lateral root priming.
INTRODUCTION

Inmulticellular organisms, developmental processes are not only

responsible for generating a multitude of cell types from geneti-

cally identical cells but also for the spatial organization of cell

types, tissues, and organs into functional body plans. In many

multicellular organisms, at least part of the body plan is of a

modular, repetitive nature. Well-known examples are the seg-

ments of annelids and arthropods (Davis and Patel, 1999), so-

mites (Conlon et al., 1995; Dubrulle and Pourquié, 2002; Pal-

meirim et al., 1997), and appendages of vertebrates (Dollé

et al., 1989; McGinnis and Krumlauf, 1992; Saunders, 1948), as

well as the phytomers of plants (Reinhardt et al., 2003; Smith

et al., 2006), trichome patterning on plant leaves (Ishida et al.,

2008; Larkin et al., 1999), and placement of hair cells on roots

(Galway et al., 1994; Ishida et al., 2008). Plant root system archi-

tecture is also repetitive, but on top of this, it displays high plas-

ticity, ensuring access to water and nutrients under a wide range

of different conditions (Eshel and Beeckman, 2013; Rogers and

Benfey, 2015). Consequently, under natural conditions, the reg-
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ular nature of the root system architecture may become

obscured (Gruber et al., 2013). In the model plant Arabidopsis

thaliana, it has been shown that the earliest step in the formation

of new lateral roots (LRs), essential for the formation of a

branched root architecture, is highly regular (De Smet et al.,

2007; Moreno-Risueno et al., 2010). LR formation starts with

the priming of subsets of pericycle cells to gain competence

for the future formation of LRs (De Smet et al., 2007; Moreno-Ri-

sueno et al., 2010). Priming is characterized by temporal oscilla-

tions in auxin signaling and gene expression in the root transition

zone with a yet unknown primary cause. Primed sites, through

growth, will transform into a spatially repetitive pattern of compe-

tent sites for LR formation (De Smet et al., 2007; Moreno-Ri-

sueno et al., 2010; Xuan et al., 2015, 2016).

Mathematical modeling has played a key role in unraveling the

mechanisms underlying periodic developmental patterning pro-

cesses. In 1952, Turing demonstrated that interactions between

a slowly diffusing activator and a more rapidly diffusing inhibitor

substance could give rise to regular periodic patterning (Turing,

1952). In case of polar tissue outgrowth, such Turing-type
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patterning mechanisms give rise to the periodic production of

new pattern elements. Although originally proposed for phyllo-

taxis (Saunders, 1992), and for a long time difficult to substanti-

ate experimentally, Turing-type patterns are now generally

accepted to underlie vertebrate appendage (Newman and

Frisch, 1979) and digit patterning (Raspopovic et al., 2014),

and hair (Plikus et al., 2008; Sick et al., 2006), feather (Jiang

et al., 1999; Shyer et al., 2017), and skin pigmentation patterning

(Yamaguchi et al., 2007). Additionally, a Turing-like substrate

depletion mechanism in which up-the-gradient polarization of

auxin-exporting PIN proteins locally enhances, and at a longer

range depletes, auxin levels has been shown to underlie phyllo-

taxis (Jönsson et al., 2006; Reinhardt et al., 2003; Sick et al.,

2006). Of similar significance is the clock-and-wavefront mech-

anism first proposed by Cooke and Zeeman in 1976 (Cooke

and Zeeman, 1976). This model proposes that underlying somi-

togenesis is a cell-autonomous oscillatory clock combined with

a wavefront dictating when and where these temporal oscilla-

tions become translated into a periodic pattern. The clock-

and-wavefront model has received substantial experimental

support, identifying the clock as a set of genetically encoded

negative feedbacks resulting in gene expression oscillations

(Bessho et al., 2003; Dequéant et al., 2006; Panganiban et al.,

1997; Sarrazin et al., 2012). On the basis of the observation of pe-

riodic variations in gene expression coinciding with variations in

auxin signaling, Moreno-Risueno et al. (2010) proposed that a

clock-and-wavefront mechanism analogous to that observed

in vertebrate somitogenesis underlies periodic priming (Mor-

eno-Risueno et al., 2010). As an alternative possibility, a Tu-

ring-type mechanism, similar to that used in vertebrate

appendage patterning and phyllotaxis, has been proposed (Las-

kowski and Ten Tusscher, 2017). Thus far, for neithermechanism

substantial proof has been provided.

So far, no single loss-of-function mutations have been identi-

fied that completely abolish LR formation at or preceding the

founder cell stage, whereas mutations blocking LR formation

at later stages have been identified (DiDonato et al., 2004). Inter-

estingly, a strong repression of LR formation occurs in the dark,

known to affect sugar transport and, consequently, root growth

dynamics (Jensen et al., 1998). Additionally, studies have

demonstrated an important role for the synthesis of the auxin

precursor indole-3-butyric acid (IBA) in the lateral root cap

(LRC) in determining the amplitude of priming oscillations

(Strader and Bartel, 2011; Xuan et al., 2015) and reported a

reduced production of LRs for mutations in auxin transporting

proteins such as PIN2 (Xuan et al., 2016), LAX3 (Lewis et al.,

2011; Swarup et al., 2008), and AUX1 (De Smet et al., 2007;

Lewis et al., 2011; Xuan et al., 2015). Auxin perception in the

vasculature was furthermore shown to be critical for LR forma-

tion (De Smet et al., 2007). Finally, recent studies reported a

strong spatiotemporal coincidence of repetitive LRC apoptosis

and priming events (Xuan et al., 2016) as well as a key role for

growth-related cell wall remodeling (Wachsman et al., 2020).

Together, these studies indicate the importance of auxin produc-

tion, transport, and perception while also hinting at a key role for

growth dynamics.

Here, we hypothesized that the interplay between the auxin

reflux loop and growth dynamics gives rise to regular auxin

oscillations. To investigate this hypothesis, we combined
computational modeling and in planta experiments. Excitingly,

incorporating auxin transport and growth dynamics into a multi-

scale realistic root model automatically led to the emergence of

repetitive auxin peaks. Moreover, these auxin oscillations origi-

nated in the elongation zone (EZ) protoxylem and were subse-

quently transmitted to the pericycle, consistent with experi-

mental observations (De Smet et al., 2007). Specifically, we

found that root tip anatomy and reflux loop properties result in

an auxin loading zone at the start of the EZ, with preferential

loading in large narrow vasculature cells. Additionally, we

showed how root growth dynamics in the meristem, by causing

alternations in the sizes of cells arriving at the transition zone

(TZ), causes substantial variation in auxin loading potential,

resulting in auxin-level oscillations. In contrast to a Turing mech-

anism or a clock-and-wavefront mechanism, the ‘‘reflux-and-

growth’’ mechanism discovered here predicts that both the

frequency and spatial spacing of priming events depend onmer-

istem cell production and hence, tissue growth rate. Our in planta

experiments confirmed these model predictions. Combined, our

findings support that a hitherto undescribed mechanism for pe-

riodic pattern formation underlies LR priming. Our in planta ex-

periments uncovered similar correlations for actual formed LRs

as for the priming sites, indicating the importance of early prim-

ing events for actual root branching patterns.

RESULTS

Priming emerges from combined root auxin transport
and growth dynamics
To investigate the role of root tip auxin reflux-and-growth dy-

namics in the generation of auxin oscillations, we developed a

computational model, incorporating an anatomically realistic

root topology and detailed auxin dynamics. The model incorpo-

rates cell-type- and zone-specific patterns of the auxin-export-

ing PIN membrane proteins as well as the auxin-importing

AUX/LAX membrane proteins, as well as passive cellular auxin

import, auxin production and degradation, and a shoot-derived

influx of auxin. Additionally, the model incorporates realistic

root growth dynamics consisting of slow stem cell (SC) divisions

near the quiescent center (QC), subsequent clonal expansion of

more rapidly dividing transit amplifying (TA) cells (Bizet et al.,

2015; Rahni and Birnbaum, 2019), as well as expansion and dif-

ferentiation dynamics (Figure 1A). Consequently, after origi-

nating from an SC division, individual cells sequentially transition

these distinct zones as younger cells formed rootward of them

push them away from the SC niche. Additionally, individual cells

undergo dynamic cell-size changes. Cells gradually increase in

size while growing in between divisions, halving their size on di-

vision. When undergoing expansion, they undergo a much more

rapid size increase that ends as cells start their terminal

differentiation.

Because we are focusing on LR priming in which protoxylem

and xylem pole pericycle play critical roles, our two-dimensional

model represents a longitudinal cross-section through the proto-

xylem poles. To include critical aspects of in planta three-dimen-

sional auxin fluxes (el-Showk et al., 2015) in addition to the

predominant basally oriented active auxin transport, we also

incorporated outward-oriented, protoxylem-directed PIN trans-

port in the vasculature (Figure S1A).
Developmental Cell 56, 2176–2191, August 9, 2021 2177



Figure 1. Auxin oscillations automatically emerge from a growing root model
(A) Overview of root model with tissue types (left) and division, expansion, and differentiation zones (right).

(B) Model auxin dynamics. Top: Kymograph displaying snapshots of auxin levels in a longitudinal line inside the vasculature at 100-s intervals. Bottom: Auxin

levels in a high (red line) and a subsequent low auxin (cyan) experiencing cell as a function of time (left) and space (right). Cells were followed from entrance in the

TZ to exit to DZ.

(C) Spatial auxin profile for different auxin production settings for a cell experiencing high (solid line) and low (dotted line) auxin. Auxin production settings were

altered to obtain a similar reduction in total auxin for the three different cases.

(D) Same spatial auxin profile for different auxin production settings as shown in (C) but now with auxin levels normalized against total root tip auxin content.

(E) Spatial auxin profile for altered reflux loop settings, for a cell experiencing high (solid line) and low (dotted line) auxin, with cellular auxin levels normalized for

total auxin content. Simulations shown are default simulation (red, as shown in B); simulation with only downward PIN1 in vasculature (yellow); 50% reduction in

PIN2 in LRC, epidermis, and cortex without changing the relative strength of basal and lateral transport (purple); absent lateral PIN in LRC, epidermis, and cortex

from TZ shootward (cyan); and an aux1 mutant with a 90% reduction in AUX/LAX gene expression (green).

See also Figure S1.
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Surprisingly, regular temporal variations in auxin levels auto-

matically emerged in this model (Figure 1B; Video S1). Even

more noteworthy, these oscillations predominantly occur in the
2178 Developmental Cell 56, 2176–2191, August 9, 2021
vasculature (Figure 1B) and pericycle (Figure S1B) of the TZ

and early EZ, precisely where priming is experimentally found

to occur (De Smet et al., 2007). Indeed, as is clear from the



Figure 2. Role of root cap and vascular growth dynamics in priming

(A) Normalized temporal auxin dynamics for a simulated smb mutant and absence of LRC growth.

(B) Kymograph for a simulation in which only vasculature and pericycle grow. Auxin scale is normalized to maximum observed auxin levels; in Figure S2B, the

same scale as in Figure 1B is used

(C) Normalized auxin dynamics for reduced width of vasculature cell files. This simulation with decreased vasculature cell width was performed with one extra

vasculature file to avoid simultaneously altering overall vascular tissue width, and hence root architecture.

(legend continued on next page)
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root tip auxin patterns, highest auxin levels occur in the vascular

tissues (Figure S1B).

Auxin availability can shape oscillation amplitude
Previous research indicated the importance of auxin production

for priming amplitude (De Rybel et al., 2012; Dubrovsky et al.,

2008; Strader and Bartel, 2011; Xuan et al., 2015). For example,

LRC-specific production of the auxin precursor IBAwas found to

significantly enhance the amplitude of priming oscillations

(Strader and Bartel, 2011; Xuan et al., 2015). To investigate the

consistency of the priming mechanism occurring in our model

with these observations, simulations with reduced LRC auxin

production were performed. Consistent with experimental re-

sults, oscillation amplitude was reduced (Figure 1C), whereas

frequency was unaffected (Figure S1C). Importantly, similar re-

ductions in SC region auxin production or shoot auxin influx re-

sulted in similar reductions in oscillation amplitude (Figures 1C

and S1C), indicating that overall auxin availability rather than

its location of origin is relevant for oscillation amplitude. Further-

more, when normalizing auxin levels against total root tip auxin

content (Figure 1D), we found that amplitude changes can be

fully ascribed to changes in overall auxin availability.

Root tip reflux loop can define a TZ/EZ auxin loading
domain
Although shoot influx and local auxin production control root tip

auxin availability, spatiotemporal auxin patterning strongly de-

pends on auxin transport (Band et al., 2014; Grieneisen et al.,

2007). Previous experimental research has reported reduced

LR production for mutations in PIN2 (Xuan et al., 2016), LAX3

(Lewis et al., 2011; Swarup et al., 2008), and AUX1 (De Smet

et al., 2007; Lewis et al., 2011; Xuan et al., 2015). To assess

the importance of the root tip auxin reflux loop for the auxin os-

cillations uncovered in our model, simulations with modified PIN

and AUX/LAX expression patterns were performed. First, we

simulated auxin dynamics in the presence of only vascular-local-

ized, rootward-oriented PINs, representing a pin2 null mutant in

absence of other PINs taking over upward transport. This re-

sulted in a nearly complete abolishment of auxin oscillations

even when normalized against the significantly reduced total

root auxin content (Figures 1E and S1D). Next, we investigated

auxin patterning when PIN2 levels were reduced by two-thirds,

which caused (normalized) oscillation amplitude to decrease

with 33% (Figures 1E and S1D). If instead we maintain PIN2

levels and yet remove lateral inward-oriented PIN2 in the

epidermis, oscillations decrease in amplitude and shift shoot-

ward (Figures 1E andS1D). Finally, we simulated an aux1mutant,

resulting in a 67% decrease of (normalized) auxin oscillation

amplitude (Figures 1E and S1D), consistent with earlier observa-

tions that absence of AUX1 expression in the LRC strongly re-
(D) Auxin dynamics for relative to cell height normalized active auxin import (AUX1)

was applied to vasculature cells in the TZ, EZ, and DZ. Cellular auxin levels were

simulations.

(E) Normalized auxin dynamics for tissue-specific TZ onset of the vasculature an

spatial position of the auxin maximum.

(F) Root zonation (left) and kymographs of vasculature (upper) and pericycle (low

arrows indicate priming onset in vasculature and transmission to neighboring pe

See also Figure S2.
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duces oscillation amplitude (De Smet et al., 2007; Xuan et al.,

2016). Combined, these results suggest that PIN2 and AUX1

mediated upward transport through the LRC and epidermis,

and subsequent inward transport toward the vasculature is

essential for auxin oscillations in the vasculature of the TZ and

EZ. Noteworthy, the previously proposed LRC-apoptosis-driven

priming mechanism relies on a similar upward and inward auxin

transport route (Xuan et al., 2016).

Growth of vasculature and pericycle is a key component
of the auxin oscillation model
Previous experimental results demonstrated a strong correlation

between periodic LRC apoptosis and oscillatory LR priming

(Xuan et al., 2016). To test the causal nature of this correlation in

ourmodel, simulationsmimickingdefects inLRCgrowthdynamics

were performed. Outcomes show that auxin oscillations persist

albeit at reduced amplitude both in a simulated sombrero (smb)

mutant (Figures 2A and S2A), as well as in complete absence of

LRCgrowthdynamics (Figures2AandS2A). These results suggest

that other coordinated growth processes may be responsible for

the correlation between LRC apoptosis and auxin oscillations

but not LRC shedding itself. To further explore this, we systemat-

ically simulated the consequences of growth dynamics in a subset

of tissues while not applying growth elsewhere. Growth of vascu-

lature and pericycle tissue was found necessary and sufficient for

auxin oscillations, whereas growth of other tissue layers merely

contributed to oscillation amplitude (Figures 2B and S2B). To

further support our finding that only growthof the to-be-primed tis-

sues is required, we performed simulation in a minimal 1D model

with a single row of growing cells with similar SC-niche-driven

growth dynamics as used in the full model. The results show that

mild auxin oscillations arise that are augmented when adding an

auxin loading zone (Figure S2C).

Growth-induced cell-size increases can drive auxin
loading into vasculature cells
Auxin availability and a functional reflux loop explain how auxin

becomes transported upward to the TZ/early EZ, but do not

yet explain why vascular and pericycle growth is essential

for this process or why auxin oscillations predominantly occur

in these tissues. Indeed, while the lateral, outward-oriented

vascular PIN pattern explains the within-vasculature prefer-

ence for the outermost, protoxylem cell file, it does not explain

the preferential loading of auxin in the vasculature per se,

particularly since this loading pattern implies that the auxin

transported in the reflux loop passes from the LRC, through

epidermis and ground tissue, to the vasculature, and, albeit

with somewhat different amplitude and location, still occurs

in absence of inward-oriented PIN2 in the epidermis, root

cap, and cortex.
, active export (PIN), or passive import. Normalization of transport for cell height

normalized for total auxin content to allow comparison between the different

d pericycle; only cells experiencing high auxin are shown. Arrows indicate the

er) for the same simulation with tissue-specific TZ onset as shown in (E). Cyan

ricycle.



Figure 3. Priming arises in abutting large-small cell pairs

(A) Kymograph showing auxin (upper) and cell sizes (lower); green dot indicates a large cell followed by a small cell and blue dot a large cell followed by another

large cell.

(B)Maximum auxin levels as a function of cell height upon TZ entrance for simulation shown in (A). Cells entering the EZ between 10 and 30 h of simulation time are

shown. Colors indicate the time spent in the EZ until the maximal auxin level is reached. Circle size indicates the ratio between the cell’s size and that of the cell

below it.
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We hypothesized that cell growth causes auxin increase

through an enhanced auxin influx/efflux ratio. Although the typi-

cally apolar active and passive auxin import increases withmem-

brane surface area and hence cell size, the predominant polar

localization of PIN exporters on non-growing rootward (PIN1)

and shootward (PIN2) membranes causes a relative decrease

in auxin efflux with increasing cell sizes. Notably, these effects

will be more prominent for narrow vasculature cells that undergo

the largest increase in the surface-to-volume ratio. Decreasing

the width of only vascular tissue in our model further enhances

auxin oscillation amplitude (Figure 2C), corroborating this hy-

pothesis. Simulations normalizing either active AUX1-mediated

auxin influx, passive membrane-based auxin influx, or active

PIN-mediated auxin efflux with cell height indicate that auxin os-

cillations are predominantly driven by a size-dependent increase

in passive auxin uptake (Figure 2D).

An explanation for the progress of priming from the
vasculature to pericycle
In experiments, priming is initially observed in protoxylem cells,

with the signal subsequently being passed on, and in case of

successful priming, maintained in pericycle cells (De Smet

et al., 2007). In our default settings, priming occurs simulta-

neously in the protoxylem and neighboring pericycle, with the

two tissues experiencing only mildly different maximum auxin

levels (Figure S1B). However, in planta, protoxylem, proto-
phloem, and metaphloem cells stop dividing closest to the root

tip, whereas neighboring pericycle cells do so considerably

further shootward (Lavrekha et al., 2017). These different dy-

namics will result in large protoxylem cells next to smaller

pericycle cells at the start of the TZ. After incorporating these

characteristics into our model, we observed auxin elevations to

first occur in the vasculature, and subsequently being passed

on to abutting pericycle cells (Figures 2E and 2F), in line with

experimental data (De Smet et al., 2007). Notably, the differential

onset of cell expansion enhances vascular oscillation amplitude

while reducing that of the pericycle and allows for a partial main-

tenance of the priming signal (Figures 2E and 2F). Thus, our

model naturally produces the correct location and order of

events in LR priming as an emergent property of incorporating

increasingly realistic root growth dynamics.

Priming occurs in large cells followed by smaller cells
Our results, thus far, indicate that priming arises from the prefer-

ential loading of auxin in large, rapidly expanding vascular cells,

but do not yet explain what causes its periodic nature. To deci-

pher the mechanism underlying the periodic nature of the

observed auxin oscillations, we first compared kymographs de-

picting intracellular auxin levels with those showing cell size (Fig-

ure 3A). Additionally, we correlated cell size and auxin loading

dynamics (Figure 3B). In both kymographs and plot, we observe

a strong correlation between cell size on entering the EZ and
Developmental Cell 56, 2176–2191, August 9, 2021 2181
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maximum attained auxin levels, confirming our earlier results on

the importance of cell size for auxin uptake. In addition to cell

height, we observed a weaker but significant correlation for

cellular auxin levels with EZ residence time. This can be under-

stood from the fact that EZ residence time affects loading time

as well as the amount of cell-size increase occurring inside this

loading zone (see STAR Methods).

Next, we focused on the periodicity in auxin loading and its

predominant relation to cell size. In the kymographs, we see

that maximum auxin loading occurs in the latest, largest arriving

cells of a group of incrementally larger and more auxin loading

cells, with this group being terminated by newer, smaller cells

arriving (Figure 3A). These smaller cells, which by growing slower

cause a slower displacement of shootward cells, enhance the EZ

residence time of larger cells, thereby further boosting their size-

dependent auxin loading (see STAR Methods). Thus, as

maximum auxin loading occurs on the boundary of large and

small cells arriving at the EZ, we can effectively trace the tempo-

ral dynamics of priming by focusing on the periodic occurrence

of directly abutting large-small cell pairs (Figure 3B: >1 ratio for

cell height/cell height below cell).

The sequential increase in cell size terminating with a small cell

starting of a new sequence observed in our model was previ-

ously observed for cortical cells in a detailed root tip tracking

study(vonWangenheim et al., 2017). Unfortunately, direct valida-

tion of the priming mechanism uncovered here by concurrently

measuring detailed cell size and auxin dynamics in planta is

impossible with current techniques, particularly for the narrow-

shaped and internally localized vasculature. Similarly, validation

through tracing back LR-forming sites to earlier, only transiently

present, cell-size differences or spatiotemporally targeted inter-

ference with the formation of large-small cell pairs, or their

cell-size-dependent auxin loading is technically unfeasible.

Therefore, we decided to further unravel how root growth dy-

namics determines priming characteristics to arrive at a series

of experimentally testable predictions on the relation between

root growth and priming features.

Priming arises from abutting clones in a defined
spatiotemporal window
First, simulations were performed varying different components

of overall root growth: TA cellular division rate, meristem size

(i.e., number of dividing cells), and cellular elongation rate. Re-

sults show that both increases in TA division rate (for a given

meristem size) and meristem size (for a given TA division rate)

enhance priming frequency (Figures 4A, 4B, S3A, and S3B;

Videos S2 and S3). In contrast, increases in elongation rate

enhance priming amplitude (Figure 4C; Video S4) but not fre-

quency (Figure 4D). Thus, overall meristem cell production,

determined by both division frequency and meristem size, dic-

tates priming frequency.

Next, we set out to unravel how meristem cell production de-

termines priming dynamics, i.e., the periodic formation of large-

small cell pairs. For this, we need to consider that plant root

growth is directionally organized, with rootward oriented, slowly

dividing stem cells generating TA daughter cells that enter the

meristem (Bizet et al., 2015; Lavrekha et al., 2017; Rahni and

Birnbaum, 2019). These TA cells undergo multiple rounds of

rapid, approximately synchronized divisions, forming an ex-
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panding clone of sibling cells (Rahni and Birnbaum, 2019; von

Wangenheim et al., 2017). Because of the formation of newer

out-of-phase clones, older clones move shootward relative to

the QC, out of the meristem.

Formation of a large-small cell pair requires that for two abut-

ting, out-of-phase clones, the rootward clone divides once more

after the last division of the top clone. The chances at any given

meristem location for two such abutting clones to occur depend

on clone density. As a measure for the number of clones fitting in

themeristem, we take the number of divisions a cell can undergo

before leaving the meristem, given by log2(meristem size)

(Beemster and Baskin, 1998) (Figure 5A). Thus, clone density

scales with log2(meristem size)/ meristem size, indicating that

as MZ size increases, clone density decreases and clone size in-

creases (Figure 5B).

Additionally, to produce a large-small cell pair at the TZ, the

final division in the top clone must occur sufficiently early for it

to have time to grow large and yet, not so early that it undergoes

another division and becomes small again. Thus, this final divi-

sion should occur in a limited spatial window, defined by the po-

sition cells occupy when at a distance of 1-(1-a) cell cycle from

the TZ, with a sufficiently small. Indeed, tracing back primed

cells to the position of their final divisions reveals a restricted

spatial window, with a value for a of 0.25 (Figure 5C). Larger mer-

istems result in a faster cumulative displacement of cells, trans-

lating this temporal window into a spatial window (in number of

cells) that increases linearly with meristem size (Figure 5D) (see

STAR Methods).

Given that per meristem position, the chances for two out-of-

phase clones scales with log2(meristem size)/meristem size and

priming requires the top clone to divide within a spatial window,

which size scales with meristem size, priming frequency should

scale with log2(meristem size), consistent with our simulations

showing a sublinear increase with meristem size (Figures 4B

and 5D). However, this only considers the chance for two abut-

ting clones to occur at a position where this could potentially

lead to formation of a large-small cell pair. For this to actually

occur, the topmost clone should divide at this position, which

occurrence scales with TA division frequency (Figures 4A and

5E). Thus, overall priming frequency depends on the product of

division rate with log2(meristem size).

By definition, the spacing between primed sites (PS) is equal to

the number of cells passing by in between priming events and

hence, equals cell production divided by priming frequency. A

sub-linear dependence of priming frequency on meristem size

(Figure 4B) implies that as meristem size (and hence production)

increases, PS spacing should increase as well. Indeed, in our

simulations, we see a strong positive correlation between PS

spacing andmeristem size (Figure 6A). On the contrary, because

increases in division frequency almost fully translate to increases

in priming rate (Figure 4A) (see STAR Methods), we expect no

significant correlation between PS spacing and division rate.

Indeed, simulations confirm that this correlation was not signifi-

cant (Figure 6B).

Summarizing, our model predicts a positive correlation be-

tween priming frequency and meristem size as well as division

rate (Figures 4A and 4B), and between PS spacing andmeristem

size (Figure 6A).To more compactly represent our findings, we

translate these predictions into a positive correlation between



Figure 4. Priming frequency and amplitude as a function of growth parameters

(A) Simulation data of priming frequency as a function of TA division rate for meristem sizes between 25 and 30 cells or between 30 and 35 cells. Per meristem

range and TA division rate, SC division rates were varied between 0.2 and 0.67 times TA division rate. Data were fitted using linear regression.

(B) Simulation data of priming frequency as a function of meristem size, for cell cycles of 12, 9, or 8 h (corresponding to division rates of 0.083, 0.11, and 0.125,

respectively). SC division rates were varied as in (A). Data were fitted to a power-law distribution.

(C) Simulation data of priming amplitude as a function of elongation time.

(D) Simulation data of priming frequency as a function of elongation time for the same simulations as shown in (C). See legend next to (D) for the elongation time

corresponding to the different line colors.

See also Figure S3.
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priming frequency and spacing with cell production (product of

meristem size and cell division rate) (Figures 6C and 6D). Addi-

tional advantage of this compression is that we can now display

all data points combined, rather than using only a subset of data

points with similar meristem size when plotting priming as a func-

tion of division rate, or vice versa (i.e., Figures 4A and 4B).

Validation of the reflux-and-growth priming mechanism
Thus, our reflux-and-growth model predicts a positive relation-

ship between both priming frequency and spacing, and cell

production (Figures 6E and 6F, green lines). As a next validation

step, we compared these predictions against those of alterna-

tive models, and investigate which model predictions are sup-

ported best by the experimental data. A first alternative model

is the clock-and-wavefront model (Moreno-Risueno et al.,

2010), generally accepted to underlie the segmentation of the

vertebrate body axis into somites (Baker et al., 2006; Conlon

et al., 1995; Dubrulle et al., 2001; Jiang et al., 2000; Palmeirim

et al., 1997). Following to the clock-and-wavefront paradigm,

oscillation frequency (and thus, presumably priming frequency

and LR production rate) depends on the frequency of the

cell-autonomous clock, generated by a delayed negative-feed-
back motif, and would be independent of meristematic cell pro-

duction (Figure 6E, black line). In contrast, wavelength (i.e., PS

spacing) depends on the amount of growth in between clock

periods and would hence scale with production (Figure 6F,

black line).

Another theoretically possible mechanism that has been

proposed for LR priming is the Turing mechanism (Laskowski

and Ten Tusscher, 2017; Turing, 1952). In a polarly growing

tissue, such as the root, the continuous increase of tissue

size would result in the periodic production of new peaks

each time tissue size has increased with the wavelength of

the Turing pattern. This causes LR production rate to linearly

depend on growth rate and hence cell production (Figure 6E,

red line). The wavelength itself depends on the interaction and

transport parameters, which together give rise to the Turing

pattern and are independent of cell production (Figure 6F,

red line).

To investigate whether in planta priming dynamics support

the reflux-and-growth priming mechanism uncovered here,

we set up experiments aimed at inducing a range of different

meristem cell production rates and resulting priming dynamics.

To this end, we compared plants grown under control
Developmental Cell 56, 2176–2191, August 9, 2021 2183



Figure 5. Priming arises from asynchronous clones with final divisions in a limited spatiotemporal window

(A) Clone number as a function of log2(MZ size). Data were fitted using linear regression

(B) Clone size (blue) and density (red) as a function of MZ size. Data were fitted using linear regression.

(C) Zoomed in kymograph showing that cells with a final division in the indicated spatial window arrive large in TZ, and when followed by a small, recently divided

cell obtain highest auxin levels. Window is indicated as area between horizontal green lines.

(D) Size of window in which final divisions lead to priming for incrementally increasingMZ sizes, from left to right 15, 25, and 35 cells inMZ. Cyan cells indicate cells

divided in window followed by a recently divided cell (indicated green).

(E) Number of divisions within window that lead to priming for incrementally increasing TA division rates, from left to right 0.08 div/cell/h (cell cycle = 12 h), 0.11 div/

cell/h (cell cycle = 9 h), and 0.14 div/cell/h (cell cycle = 7 h).
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conditions with plants treated with the growth hormones, gib-

berellic acid (GA), and two different levels of brassinosteroids

(BRs), to induce variation in relevant growth parameters and

thereby priming (González-Garcı́a et al., 2011; Ubeda-Tomás

et al., 2008). Importantly, although these hormonal treatments

through cross talk may interfere with auxin levels and/or

signaling, both our model and experimental data (Perianez-Ro-

driguez et al., 2021; Xuan et al., 2016) indicate that this only

directly affects oscillation amplitude, not frequency. This en-

ables us to focus on the direct and indirect effects of these

hormone treatments onmeristem growth dynamics and its rela-

tionship with priming dynamics.

To achieve this, we designed an experimental setup

following priming zone auxin oscillations in time by recording

activity of a DR5::LUC transgene (Moreno-Risueno et al.,

2010), whereas growth parameters were tracked in parallel.

Overall, sizes of actively dividing meristems range from �12

to �48 cortical cells (�4-fold range) (Figures 6G and S4A),

cell production rates from 1.23 to 3.2 (�2.5-fold range) (Fig-

ures 6G and S4B), priming frequency from 0.2 to 0.87 events

per hour (�4.5-fold range) (Figures 6H and S4C), and priming
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site spacing from 1 to 8 cells (�8-fold range) (Figures 6H and

S4D). Thus, significant variations in growth parameters as well

as priming characteristics were successfully generated using

the selected treatments.

Our experimental perturbation data show a significant posi-

tive correlation between both priming frequency and PS

spacing with cell production (Figures 6A, 7B, S5A, and S5B),

as well as similar relations between frequency and spacing

with meristem size and division frequency (Figures S5C, S5D,

S5E, and S5F). This enables us to falsify both Turing-based

and clock-and-wavefront-driven priming mechanisms and

support the newly discovered reflux-and-growth priming

mechanism.

Distinct vascular division dynamics significantly
contribute to priming frequency
Interestingly, despite our model simulations covering active

meristem sizes and division rates over a range similar to

that measured experimentally, priming frequencies and PS

spacing distances observed in our model differ approximately

�4-fold from those experimentally measured (compare



Figure 6. Priming site spacing and frequency

as a function of division rate and MZ size

(A) Simulation data for priming site spacing as a

function of MZ size. Data were fitted using linear

regression.

(B) Simulation data for priming site spacing as a

function of division frequency. Data were fitted using

linear regression.

(C) Simulation data for priming frequency as a

function of cell production for simulations with

varying meristem size and division frequency. Data

were fitted using linear regression.

(D) Simulation data for priming site spacing as a

function of cell production for simulations with

varying meristem size and division frequency. Data

were fitted using linear regression.

(E) Predicted relationship for priming frequency with

cell production for reflux-and-growth, Turing

pattern, and clock-and-wave front models.

(F) Predicted relationship for priming site spacing

with cell production for reflux-and-growth, Turing

pattern, and clock-and-wavefront models.

(G) Experimentally measured cell production as a

function of meristem size. Data points from both

control and three different hormone treatments are

shown, with color indicating the treatment.

(H) Experimentally measured priming frequency as a

function of priming site spacing, from the same ex-

periments as shown in (G). To measure priming dy-

namics, plants carrying a DR5:LUC construct were

used.

See also Figure S4.
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Figures 6C and 6D with Figures 7A and 7B). Given that the

model does correctly simulate correlations between priming

frequency, PS spacing, and meristem cell production, we

reason that although the priming mechanism found in our

model is correct, some quantitative aspect must differ from

the in planta situation.

Additionally to the aforementioned early onset of differentia-

tion in the protoxylem relative to the pericycle (Lavrekha et al.,

2017), two recent studies measuring Arabidopsis root cell divi-

sion dynamics found that TA division frequencies in stele cells

are approximately 1.5 times higher as compared with cortical

cells (Lavrekha et al., 2017; Rahni and Birnbaum, 2019). This

implies that our measured cortical cell production and division
Developmen
rates significantly underestimate the rate

of vascular divisions driving priming dy-

namics. Additionally, one of these studies

reported that although cellular division

rates were higher, the frequency of divi-

sion events within the stele was lower

and cell length larger, indicating fewer

larger cells (Lavrekha et al., 2017). Incor-

porating these three vasculature-specific

features into our model resulted in a sub-

stantial increase in priming frequency and

decrease in PS spacing (Figures 7C and

7D, red versus green data), maintaining

the previously found relationships while

significantly improving the quantitative
agreement between model and experimental data (Figures

S5G and S5H).

Actual LR frequency and PS spacing scale in similar
manner with cell production
For plant fitness, it is not the frequency and spacing of priming

events, but the actual formation and spacing of LRs that is rele-

vant. Thus, a major question arises as to extent to which our

model is capable of explaining LR patterning. To establish this,

an additional series of experiments was performed, using similar

perturbations as before, but now counting the numbers of and

distances between LRs as well as LR primordia, using the

early-expressed LR-specific PLT3 reporter (Du and Scheres,
tal Cell 56, 2176–2191, August 9, 2021 2185



Figure 7. Priming frequency and priming site spacing as a function of cell production

(A and B) Experimentally measured priming frequency (A) and priming site spacing (B) as a function of cell production. Data points from both the control and the

three different hormone treatments are shown, now without using different colors to differentiate treatments. To measure priming dynamics, plants carrying a

DR5::LUC construct were used.

(C and D) Priming frequency (C) and priming site spacing (D) as a function of cell production in simulations incorporating cell-type-specific zonation, increased

vascular division rate and cell height.

(E and F) Number of LRs per day (E) and LR spacing (F) as a function of cell production. Data points from both the control and the three different hormone

treatments are shown. To measure LR formation dynamics, plants carrying a PLT3::GUS construct were used.

Data in (A)–(F) were fitted using linear regression.

See also Figure S5.
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2017). Figures 7E and 7F show that a similar positive correlation

between LR formation frequency and LR spacing and cell pro-

duction was found as for PS frequency and spacing. Thus,

with our unraveling of the mechanisms underlying LR priming,

meaningful predictions for actual LR patterning can be made.

DISCUSSION

At first glance, the root system of a plant does not necessarily

appear highly regular (Gruber et al., 2013); yet, the initial step

of LR formation, LR priming, has been shown to have a repetitive

nature. During LR priming, periodic oscillations in the plant hor-

mone auxin and its downstream effects prepattern subsets of
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pericycle cells to become competent for future LR formation

(De Smet et al., 2007; Moreno-Risueno et al., 2010; Xuan et al.,

2015, 2016). Later stages of LR formation have successfully

been unraveled. As an example, the transition from two primed

protoxylem sites to a single-sided stable founder cell has been

shown to arise from a competition for auxin (signaling) (el-Showk

et al., 2015) that can be biased by environmental factors such as

water availability promoting auxin signaling intensity (Orosa-

Puente et al., 2018). Thus far, the mechanistic basis of LR prim-

ing has remained unclear.

In this study, we aimed to uncover the mechanism underlying

LR priming. Inspired by the reported importance of auxin trans-

port as well as the strong correlation with root cap apoptosis,
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root growth, and cell wall remodeling (Jensen et al., 1998;

Wachsman et al., 2020; Xuan et al., 2016), we hypothesized

that priming arises froman interplay between root tip auxin trans-

port and growth dynamics. To test this idea, we developed a

multiscale root growth model enabling us to simultaneously

track auxin and auxin signaling dynamics at the single cell, tis-

sue, and whole root organ level, while independently varying

different aspects of auxin and growth dynamics. Analyzing our

growth model, we uncovered that the root tip auxin reflux loop

creates an auxin loading domain at the start of the EZ. Addition-

ally, we elucidated how their narrow shape and early onset of

elongation provides vasculature cells with the highest auxin

loading potential, causing preferential auxin accumulation in

these cells. Next, we showed how priming occurs in the final,

largest cell of a series of increasingly large vasculature cells

and is followed by a significantly smaller cell. We then went on

to demonstrate how the typical root tip growth dynamics results

in the periodic production of large-small cell pairs. Specifically,

we elucidate how stem-cell-driven growth dynamics results in

the sequential production of out-of-phase clones of sibling cells

and hence, out-of-phase dividing neighboring cells. Thus, com-

bined, we uncovered a reflux-and-growth mechanism for peri-

odic LR priming. To link this model to experiments, we derived

predictions stating that both cell division rate and meristem

size and hencemeristem cell production rate determines priming

frequency as well as PS spacing.

To validate these model predictions, we measured spatiotem-

poral dynamics of priming site and LR formation using perturba-

tions that allowed us to extract information on the influence of

individual model parameters by deconvolution of effects. In

agreement with our model predictions but not with those of

competing models, we observed a significant positive correla-

tion of both priming frequency and spacing with meristem cell

production rate. Thus, our results present a framework explain-

ing the periodic nature of LR priming in dicot plant roots that

highlights the role of cell-size differences in auxin-based

patterning. As such, it bears resemblance to an earlier study

demonstrating how LR bending, through enlarging cells at the

outer curve of the bend, could induce LR formation (Laskowski

et al., 2008).

As a further support of the mechanism we propose here,

agreement between model outcomes and experimental data

further increased when incorporating additional biological detail

into our model. When accounting for the differences in distance

relative to the QC from where cells stop dividing (Lavrekha et al.,

2017), our model automatically reproduces the start of priming in

the protoxylem file (De Smet et al., 2007) and the subsequent

transmission of the signal to the pericycle, where founder cell

formation occurs (Dubrovsky et al., 2006). On a similar note,

incorporating the experimentally observed larger size and higher

division frequency of vascular cells (Lavrekha et al., 2017; Rahni

and Birnbaum, 2019) significantly improved quantitative agree-

ment between model and data. Additionally, the predicted peri-

odic pattern of gradually increasing sizes of cells arriving at the

TZ with the final largest cell followed by the first smallest cell of

a new sequence has been measured for cortical cells in a

detailed root tip tracking study (von Wangenheim et al., 2017).

Compared with pre-branch site spacing, actual root system

architecture is often considerably less regular (Gruber et al.,
2013). Stochasticity (Laskowski, 2013), root curvature (Kircher

and Schopfer, 2016; Richter et al., 2009), environmental condi-

tions (Bao et al., 2014; Gruber et al., 2013), and competition be-

tween neighboring PS (Bielach et al., 2012; Hofhuis et al., 2013;

Toyokura et al., 2019) all mold pre-branch site patterns into

actual root system architecture.

Indeed, we observed �4-fold lower LR numbers and �4-fold

increase in LR spacing as compared with priming site numbers

and spacing (Figures 7A, 7B, 7E, and 7F). Although differences

may partly arise from data being obtained in separate experi-

ments under slightly different conditions, the size of the differ-

ence suggests that many priming events do not result in LR

formation. Earlier studies reported a near 100% translation

from priming events to LR formation (Xuan et al., 2015, 2016),

whereas much lower success rates were reported in experi-

ments using a similar intermittent light regime and no additional

sucrose as we applied here (Kircher and Schopfer, 2018). Com-

bined, this underlines the extensive reserve potential and plas-

ticity in root architecture development under more natural

growth conditions. Nevertheless, our in planta experiments

demonstrate that for actual formed LRs, a similar dependence

of frequency and spacing on meristem growth rate exists as

was found for pre-branch sites. Thus, at least for idealized exper-

imental conditions, qualitative spatiotemporal characteristics of

priming and pre-branch site patterning translate into those

for LRs.

In addition to the predictions of our model being borne out

by our experimental correlations, the priming mechanism un-

covered here agrees with a large range of experimental

data. We demonstrated how reduction of LRC auxin produc-

tion (Xuan et al., 2015) and mutations in auxin transporters

(De Smet et al., 2007; Lewis et al., 2011; Swarup et al.,

2008; Xuan et al., 2015, 2016) significantly reduce oscillation

amplitude, explaining the reduced observed pre-branch site

numbers from a decreased chance for priming to lead to

pre-branch site formation. Moreover, the predicted impor-

tance of cell elongation for oscillation amplitude (Figures 4C

and 4D) is supported by recent experimental findings report-

ing reduced LR formation for roots with shorter elongated

cells (Alarcón et al., 2019), or reduced potential for cell wall

modification (Wachsman et al., 2020). Additionally, the central

role of growth uncovered here explains why in absence of light

and hence growth, no LR formation takes place (Jensen et al.,

1998). The observed relationship between LR formation and

cell production is furthermore supported by studies varying

nutrient levels, where a decrease in main root size (and hence

cell production) translated to reduced LR numbers and a

higher LR density (Gruber et al., 2013; Pérez-Torres et al.,

2008). Our findings furthermore suggest that the previously

found correlation between LRC apoptosis and priming may

arise from the coordination between root cap apoptosis and

meristem growth dynamics, which is consistent with a recent

study demonstrating this coordination (Shi et al., 2018) and

the observed persistence of priming in the apoptosis-defec-

tive smb mutant (Xuan et al., 2016). Finally, findings indicating

that mutations in pericycle-specific cell-cycle regulators affect

the frequency of LR formation corroborate the importance of

cell growth and division dynamics in determining LR formation

(Nieuwland et al., 2009).
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LRs are an important determinant of both dicot taproot and

monocot fibrous root architectures. Available data indicate a

common pericycle origin of these LRs, whereas cortical and

endodermal cell layers may also contribute to LR formation de-

pending on the species (Xiao et al., 2019). Intriguingly, depend-

ing on the species, the auxin maxima preceding LR formation

may form at either the protoxylem (e.g., Arabidopsis) or proto-

phloem (e.g., maize) vascular pole (Jansen et al., 2012), possibly

as a result of differently oriented radial auxin transport. In either

case, formation of the auxin maxima critically depends on auxin

transport, and vascular priming signals are transmitted to the

pericycle. Combined with the fact that the priming mechanism

uncovered here depends on the basics of stem-cell-driven root

growth, which is shared between all higher, true-root-containing

plants, this suggests that although radial patterning may be spe-

cies specific, oscillatory longitudinal auxin patterning is likely

largely conserved. Indeed, our model results indicate that

changes in root tip size, shape, and number or number of cortical

layers do not change priming dynamics (Figure S7I).

In summary, our work presents evidence that LR priming is

driven by a non-canonical mechanism for periodic pattern for-

mation that is distinguishable from other known periodic

patterning mechanism such as a clock-and-wavefront model

or a Turing pattern.

Limitations of this study
A limitation of the current study is that the LR priming mechanism

we uncovered in silico could not be experimentally validated in a

direct manner and instead required a more indirect validation of

model predictions. Direct validation of the priming mechanism

through perturbation would require interfering with either the dy-

namic formation of periodic cell-size differences or with the cell-

size dependence of auxin uptake. To our knowledge, it is currently

infeasible to perturb the relationships between time available for

growth and attained cell size, or of cell surface area with passive

uptake capacity in planta in a targeted, systematic manner (note

that we did perform these experiments in silico, confirming our hy-

pothesis, see STAR Methods). An alternative direct validation of

the priming mechanism by measuring a correlation between the

periodic formationof large-small cell pairs in the early EZandauxin

oscillationsorsubsequentLR formationwould require thedynamic

monitoring of transient cell-size differences either simultaneous

with auxin dynamics or combined with tracing these to LR devel-

opment. Again, there are technical limitations on dynamic

measurements of vascular cell sizes due to the narrow shape

and internal tissue localization of the vasculature.
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KymoResliceWide https://github.com/ekatrukha/KymoResliceWide N/A

Growing root model http://bioinformatics.bio.uu.nl/khwjtuss/PrimingRoot N/A

Other

Nunc� Cell-Culture Treated Multidishes Thermo Scientific Cat# 167063
RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

Lead contact
Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the Lead Contact, Kirsten

ten Tusscher (k.h.w.j.tentusscher@uu.nl).

Materials availability
This study did not generate new unique reagents or materials

Data and code availability
The code and datasets generated during this study are available at [http://bioinformatics.bio.uu.nl/khwjtuss/PrimingRoot].

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

Plant material
Arabidopsis thaliana accession Col-0 was used in this work. The transgenic Arabidopsis thaliana lines used were described previ-

ously: pPLT3::GUS (Du and Scheres, 2017) and DR5::LUC (Moreno-Risueno et al., 2010; Xuan et al., 2016). Seeds were surface

sterilized with gaseous chlorine produced in a sealed container with 80ml bleach supplemented with 3ml of 37% hydrochloric
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acid for 2 hours. Seedswere sown on growthmedium consisting of half-strengthMurashige Skoog salts (½MS) with 1 - 1.5%agar for

lateral root number assay and luciferase assay respectively. Seeds were then stratified at 4�C for 2 days in the dark and transferred to

growth chamber at 22�C for germination under long day conditions (16 h light/8 h dark photoperiod) in oriented Petri dishes (15 de-

gree to vertical plane).

METHOD DETAILS

Experimental methods
Hormone Treatments

Seedswere sterilized, plated and seedlings were grown as described in the plantmaterial subsection. The seedlings were transferred

with tweezers onto solid ½ MS medium plates containing Gibberellic acid (GA) at a final concentration of 10mM or Brassinosteroid

(24-Epibrassinolide) (BR) at a final concentration of 1nM or 100nM. As control the seedlings were transferred to ½ MS medium

without any supplements. For the lateral root number assay the total duration of the hormonal treatment was 6 days. Quantification

of lateral roots was performed over a 4 day period, starting 2 days after transfer to the treatment plates to avoid measuring initial,

transfer induced stress response rather than hormonal responses. For the luciferase assay the hormonal treatment period was 66

hours, Luciferase imaging of the root began 48 hours after transfer to the treatment plates (more details can be found in the respective

sections below).

Histology and Microscopy

Histochemical staining of promoter-driven b-glucuronidase (GUS) activity was performed as described previously (Willemsen et al.,

1998) with modifications. In brief, a strip of filter paper soaked in GUS staining solution (0.5 mg/ml X-gluc dissolved in n-dimethyl-

formamide, 0.1% Triton X-100, 0.5 mM K4Fe(CN)6.H2O, 0.5 mM K3Fe (CN)6, and 50 mM sodium phosphate buffer, pH 7.2) was

placed on the root section of interest and incubated at 37�C in the dark for 2hours. Stained primordia were counted under a Carl Zeiss

Stemi SV6 Stereomicroscope. For meristem and cortical cell size analysis, roots were stained and fixed in SCRI Renaissance 2200

Staining Solution (0.1% (v/v) SR2200, 1% (v/v) DMSO, 0.05% (w/v) Triton X-100, 5% (w/v) glycerol, 4% (w/v) para-formaldehyde in

PBS buffer (pH 8.0) and stored at 4�C before imaging as described previously (Kerstens et al., 2020). Images were acquired using a

Zeiss LSM 710 confocal laser scanning microscope with 40X objective with laser lines and setting as described previously (Kerstens

et al., 2020). Images were analyzed with Fiji (Schindelin et al., 2012).

Lateral root number assay

PLT3::GUS seedlings grown on ½MS plates for 5 days were transferred onto respective treatment/control plates. 2 days after trans-

fer, the root tips of the seedlings were labelled and the plates were scanned using Epson Expression 11000XL every 24hrs for 4

consecutive days. Displacement of root tips indicated by consecutive marks was used to determine root growth per day. At the

end of the treatment period, the number of lateral root primordia/ emerged lateral roots formed per day were quantified by counting

the GUS stained primordia in each labelled section.

Luciferase assay

DR5::LUC seedswere plated on½MSmedium and grown for 5 days before transferring onto compartmented plates (Nunc� Thermo

Scientific�) containing two hormonal treatments randomly selected from a paired design. The next day, we sprayed the seedlings

with a 1 mM D-Luciferin solution (dissolved in 0.01% Tween80, 0.1% DMSO) in order to reveal their DR5::LUC expression. 24 hours

after spraying in vivo luminescence signal was monitored for 18 hours using the Nightshade LB 985 (Berthold) system adapted for

live-imaging of vertically growing Arabidopsis seedlings by (Xuan et al., 2018).

Similar to an approach previously followed by Kircher and Schopfer, we measured in vivo DR5:LUC luminescence in plants

exposed to intermittent periods of darkness (allowing luminescence recording) and light (simulating normal growth chamber condi-

tions)(Kircher and Schopfer, 2018). Specifically, for a period of 18h we applied 22 min cycles in which plants were exposed to 14 min

light, and to 8 min of darkness, recording DR5::LUC expression for the final 3 min of darkness, DR5::LUC expression was recorded

using an integrated charge-coupled device (CCD) camera, acquired the emitted signal with a 5 minutes exposure time and a 2x2

binning resolution. During the 14 minutes of light exposure, we simulated the growth chamber light intensity using the Nightshade

LED panels. After imaging roots were stained and fixed in SR2200 Staining Solution to perform analysis on primary root meristem.

Kymograph analysis

Stack images from microscopy analysis were analyzed by making a kymograph using the KymoResliceWide plugin for FiJi (https://

github.com/ekatrukha/KymoResliceWide). A linematching the width of an individual root was drawn on the root in the last time frame

of the movie, the plugin was used with ‘average’ settings to avoid temporal differences in the stacks to influence the outcome of the

analysis. A space scale was added while processing the kymograph (Figure S6A).

ImageJ/Fiji cannot handle different scales in x and y direction therefor only a space scale was added, while a time scale wasmanu-

ally added based on the duration of the experimental recording. Brightness and contrast was adjusted per individual root to allow

visual identification of priming events. Since no conclusions are drawn from or analysis is based on priming amplitudes, adjusting

settings per individual root did not affect our analysis of priming frequency and spacing.

Kymograph analysis, root growth

To measure root growth rate over the 18h period of the recording a line was drawn perpendicular to the position of the root tip at the

end of recording (Figure S6B, red line). Subsequently, a straight line was drawn from this first line to the position the root tip occupied

at the start of the recording (Figure S6B, cyan line), with the total size of this line representing overall root tip displacement and hence
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overall root growth. Dividing this root growth over the time of the recording results in a root growth rate. Root growth rate measure-

ments were afterwards divided over the average adult (expanded) cell size of the respective root to obtain root growth rate expressed

in cell numbers/h.

Kymograph analysis, priming site spacing

To determine priming site spacing a line was drawn corresponding to the position of the t=18h time frame (Figure S6C, yellow dotted

line), using a line width of 3 pixels to enhance resolution. Start and end position of this line are determined by the position of the TZ/EZ

border (location where priming occurs, recognizable as the second diagonal line from the left in the kymograph) at the start (Fig-

ure S6C, red line) and end of the recording period. We have thus defined, for a particular time point, a spatial domain in which we

can determine the spacing of priming events.

To determine spacing, we plot DR5:LUC intensity along the defined spatial domain (Figure S6D). To measure actual priming site

spacing rather than pre-branch site spacing priming events that do not result in maintained high pixel intensity but instead fade out

were artificially enhanced with a white line to allow measurement at the t=18hr position in the kymograph (Figure S6D).

An intensity plot over space was obtained and was used to determine the priming site spacing (Figure S6E). Priming site spacing

(PSS) per root was calculated in the following way:

PSS (mm)= (peaklast(mm)– peakfirst(mm)– peaksnum*sizecell)/( peaksnum -1)

Where peaklast(h) and peakfirst(h) are the positions in space of the last and first DR5::LUC intensity peak respectively, peaksnum are the

number of peaks counted and sizecell refers to the average adult cell size of the respective root. The – peaksnum*sizecell serves to

substract from the total distance between first and last priming event the space occupied by priming events themselves, thus restrict-

ing inter priming distance calculation to in between non-primed cells. The above formula calculates the PSS in mm, by dividing this

distance afterwards over adult cell size of the corresponding root we compute PSS in cell numbers.

Kymograph analysis, priming frequency

To independently determine priming frequency we need to determine the number of priming events occurring along the time axis.

However, since the resolution of the time axis is considerably lower than that of the space axis, projecting priming events on the

time-axis will likely results in highly noisy priming frequency data. As an alternative approach, to make use of the higher resolution

in the spatial dimension, we first draw a diagonal line following the position of the root tip over time (Figure S6G, yellow line), We

set the scale of this spatio-temporal root tip trajectory line to the 18h of the recording period. Next, we draw a line parallel to this

line, corresponding to the displacement over time of the end EZ/start DZ where priming events are most clearly visible (Figure S6G,

yellow dashed line). The time scale of this line (mm to h conversion) is obtained from the root tip line. We have thus defined, for a

particular spatial trajectory, a temporal domain in which we can determine priming frequency.

To determine frequency DR5:LUC intensity was plotted along the defined temporal domain, again fading out priming events where

artificially enhanced to determine frequency of priming rather than pre-branch site formation (Figure S6F).

The priming period (inverse of priming frequency) per root was calculated as follows:

Priming period (h)= (peaklast(h) – peakfirst(h))/( peaksnum -1)

Where peaklast(h) and peakfirst (h) are the occurrence in time of the last and first DR5:LUC intensity peak respectively, peaksnum are the

number of peaks counted.

In total n=132 roots were grown and imaged (MS, n=33; 10mmGA, n=31;1nmBR n=32 and 100nmBRn=36), n=104were analysed.

Data from 28 roots was excluded from analysis due to various reasons: growing out of the imaging plane (n=5), heavy curling (n=3),

curling and touching of neighboring root (n=14), lack of growth (n=2), lack of resolution (n=4). Roots treatedwith 100nmBRweremore

prone to curling and hence touching of neighboring roots. Of the total of n=28 excluded roots, n=19 were treated with 100nmBR, n=5

with 10 mm GA, n=1 with 1nm BR and n=3 were on control medium.

Measuring active meristem size

Meristem imaging was done as mentioned in the histology and microscopy section. To measure meristem size and mature cortical

cell sizes, Fiji/ImageJ was used (Schindelin et al., 2012), applying the Cell-0-tape macro for cell size measurements (French et al.,

2012). Previous research has demonstrated that due to the stopping of cell division and onset of cell elongation, the boundary of

the actively dividing meristem corresponds to the position in graph plotting cell size as a function of distance from the QC where

cell size increase starts to accelerate (Hayashi et al., 2013; Ivanov and Dubrovsky, 2013). Therefore, to determine active meristem

size, we plot cortical cell size as a function of position, doing this for both cortical cell files. We defined the meristem boundary as

the position where the slope of cell size changes from neutral to positive (Figure S6H green line). If we obtain different meristem

boundary positions from the two cortical cell files, an average meristem boundary position was computed.

All n=104 roots that were used for kymograph analysis were also used for active meristem size measurements.

Determining cell production and division frequency

To determine (cortical) cell production rate, the number of (cortical) cells produced by themeristem per hour, we divide themeasured

root growth rate (in mm/h) (see section Kymograph analysis, root growth) over the mature cortical cell size (in mm).

Next, to determine (cortical) cell division frequency, the number of cell divisions per hour, we divide the obtained cell production

rate (in cells/h) over the number of meristematic cortical cells (see section Measuring active meristem size).
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Computational methods
General model description

We developed a multi-scale model for root growth and development, using as a basis a combination of our earlier root models that

either incorporated a realistic root tip architecture (van den Berg et al., 2016) or root growth dynamics (M€ahönen et al., 2014), similar

to what we recently published (Salvi et al., 2020). As a critical extension thereof, we incorporated inmore detail root meristem activity,

including realistic cell division patterns with slow stem cell (SC) divisions near the quiescent center (QC) and subsequent clonal

expansion of more rapidly dividing transit amplifying (TA) cells (Figure 1A) (Bizet et al., 2015; Rahni and Birnbaum, 2019). Like our

earlier models, the model incorporates cell type specific and zonation dependent gene expression and polarity patterns of AUX/

LAX auxin importers and PIN exporters (Figure S1A), developmental zone specific cellular growth, division, expansion and differen-

tiation dynamics (Figure 1A), cell level control of gene expression, and sub cellular, grid level, simulation of auxin dynamics. With

respect to gene expression, the model only incorporates the auxin-dependent gene expression of AUX/LAX.

Tissue lay-out

In the current study we aimed to investigate the interplay between auxin transport and root growth dynamics. Work by us and others

has demonstrated the importance of a realistic root tip layout, as compared to a simplified rectangular root topology, for root tip auxin

patterning (Cruz-Ramı́rez et al., 2012; van den Berg et al., 2016). Thus we need to incorporate in our model an anatomically realistic,

wedge-shaped root tip layout encased in a lateral root cap (LRC). At the same time, our research goal requires the incorporation of

root growth dynamics. However, since the development of a full mechanical model of root growth dynamics is outside the scope of

the present paper, the aimwas to use the previously applied simplisticmethod of simulating root growth dynamics inwhich cells grow

by adding a row of grid points and shifting upward all more shootward cells (M€ahönen et al., 2014). While this root growth algorithm

can be easily applied in a square root topology in which all cells are stacked in straight columns, this approach is less easily extended

to the curved regions of the root tip. Therefore, as a compromise, we limited the size of the curved part of our root topology and

ignored cell growth and divisions there, simulating growth dynamics only in the straight part of the root architecture. We reasoned

that this is a justified approximation since it only ignores growth dynamics of the columella and lowermost parts of the RC, which

do not contribute to root tip meristem growth dynamics. The root layout was simulated on a grid of 224x2255mm2 with a spatial res-

olution of 2 mm. A total of 8 different cell types were incorporated in the model, with cell type specific widths incorporated based on

experimental data and earlier modelling studies (Laskowski et al., 2008; van den Berg et al., 2016). In Figure 1A, left side of root, mov-

ing from outermost to innermost these are: RC and LRC (maroon, 8 mm in straight part root), epidermal (blue, 18 mm), cortical (light

green, 20 mm), endodermal (orange, 12 mm), pericycle (yellow, 8 mm) and 3 vasculature files (dark green, 6 mm). Finally, the vasculature

converges on the QC (pink) and below the QC are the columella cells (grey) (Figure 1A).

To simulate developmental zonation dynamics, our model root is subdivided into 4 distinct developmental zones, moving from the

root tip shootward these are: meristematic zone (MZ), with cytoplasmic growth and cell division; transition zone (TZ), with cyto-

plasmic growth but without further cell division; elongation zone (EZ), with vacuolar expansion; and differentiation zone (DZ), in which

cells undergo terminal differentiation without growing further (Figure 1A, right part of root). In the model used in this study, to simplify

matters, the position of zonation boundaries were defined in terms of distance from the QC rather than made dependent on auxin

(Grieneisen et al., 2007), PLT (M€ahönen et al., 2014) or combined PLT and cytokinin signaling (Salvi et al., 2020) gradients. Boundary

positions were set such that the combined meristem and transition zone contains an average number of 40 cells for default simula-

tions (average size 1.5 times the 8 mm they have just after division). The rootward 75% of these cells belong to MZ and will proliferate

while the shootward 25% belong to the TZ, exhibiting cytoplasmatic growth but no longer dividing. The EZ contains between 7-10

cells with a height between 20 and 174 mmand the DZ contains 8–12 cell with an size of 175 mm. PIN expression and polarity patterns

as well as AUX1/LAX patterns where incorporated based on tissue type and developmental zone, in agreement with experimental

data (Bennett et al., 1996; Péret et al., 2012; Swarup et al., 2001, 2005) and similar to earlier modeling studies (Grieneisen et al.,

2007; Laskowski et al., 2008; M€ahönen et al., 2014; Salvi et al., 2020) (Figure S1A). This pattern of auxin transporters results in reverse

fountain auxin reflux pattern with maximum levels in the QC (Grieneisen et al., 2007) (Figure S1A).

Auxin dynamics

Auxin metabolism, passive and active transport across the membrane, and intracellular and intra-apoplast diffusion were imple-

mented on a subcellular, grid point level in a similar manner as in earlier studies(Grieneisen et al., 2007; M€ahönen et al., 2014; van

den Berg et al., 2016).

For a cytoplasmic grid point i,j (Ai,j) surrounded by n wall (Awall) and m cytoplasmic (Acell) grid points the equation is as follows:

vAi;j

vt
= pA +Dcell

v2

vx2

 Xm
l = 0

Acell �Ai;j

!
+
Xn
k = 0

��
ipas + iAUX

LAX

�
Awall;k

�
�
X

ððePIN + ebÞAwallÞ � dAAi;j (Equation 1)

Here, pA is the auxin production rate, dA is the auxin degradation rate, and Dcell is the diffusionrate of auxin inside a cell. ipas+ act is

the combined passive, diffusional and active, AUX/LAX mediated influx of auxin from walls to cytoplasm, ePIN represents active, PIN

mediated exportof auxin from cytoplasm to walls, and active transport by other not explicitly modeled exporterssuch as ABCBs is

captured in eb. For an apoplastic grid point i,j (Ai;j) surrounded by n wall
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(Awall) and m cytoplasmic (Acell) grid points the equation is as follows:

vAi;j
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= Dwall

v2

vx2

 Xn
k = 0

Awall;k �Ai;j

!
�
Xm
l = 0

ððipas+ actÞAcell;lÞ+
X

ððePIN + ebÞAcellÞ (Equation 2)

With Dwall representing the auxin diffusion rate in the apoplast.

Auxin production

While historically, root auxin levels were assumed to almost solely depend on shoot delivered auxin, more recent data show the

importance of root localized regions of high auxin production, particularly once roots have passed a particular developmental age

(Bhalerao et al., 2002). We incorporated elevated auxin production occurring in cells surrounding the QC as well as in the columella

and LRC cells (Figure 1E), assigning these cells with higher values of pA(Table S1).

Finally, to ensure that despite grid based modeling of auxin dynamics, the overall auxin production of an individual cell is indepen-

dent of cell size we normalized pA as pA = p � heightcell
heightMZcell

.

Where heightcell is the actual height of the cell and heightMZcell is the initial height of a meristematic cell.

Boundary conditions

To simulate auxin exchange with the not explicitly modeled shoot, we incorporate an auxin influx (inf) into the top wall of the topmost

endodermal and stele cells, while including an auxin efflux (eff) from the top walls of all other cell files with the strength of eff deter-

mined by the amount of influx and AUX/LAX on the lower membrane of the top cells. This approach is similar to that used in previous

root tip models (Di Mambro et al., 2017; Grieneisen et al., 2007; M€ahönen et al., 2014; Salvi et al., 2020; van den Berg et al., 2016)

AUX/LAX pattern

For simplicity active auxin import was described using a single lumped AUX/LAX import term. To define the lumped expression

domain we defined an AUX/LAX prepattern that represents the sum of experimentally reported expression domains of AUX/LAX

genes (Bennett et al., 1996; Péret et al., 2012; Swarup et al., 2001, 2005) (Figure S1A). Active AUX/LAX mediated influx is described

as: iAUX/LAX = vup *AUX/LAXpat *AUX/LAXgen where vup is the auxin uptake rate of AUX/LAX, AUX/LAXpat is the pre-pattern describing

the maximum membrane level of the auxin importers as a function of zone, cell type and membrane face and AUX/LAXpat is the cell

level gene expression of AUX/LAX. AUX/LAX expression is auxin dependent (Laskowski et al., 2006, 2008), and we recently showed

that this auxin dependence plays an important role in root tropisms (van den Berg et al., 2016). Assuming a saturating dependence of

AUX/LAX expression on auxin levels we write:

dAUX
LAXgene

dt
=
maxAUX

LAX
� Auxin2

MeanCell

Auxin2
MeanCell + km2

AUX
LAX

� dAUX
LAX

AUX

LAXgene
(Equation 3)

Here, maxAUX
LAX

is the maximal gene expression rate of AUX/LAX, kmAUX
LAX

is the auxin level at which the rate of AUX/LAX expression is

half maximal, AUX/LAX proteins are degraded with rate dAUX
LAX

, and AuxinMeanCell is the average cellular auxin level.

PIN expression and localization

Similar to our earlier studies, we model active auxin export from cells as consisting of a major PIN protein mediated component (epin)

and a minor additional component (eb) that can be thought of as ABCB/PGPmediated auxin export. For simplicity (eb) is assumed to

be equal for all cells and to have an apolar membrane pattern. Similar to iAUX/LAX, ePIN is implemented to depend on uptake rate, po-

larity pattern and gene expression levels in the following way: ePIN= vout * PINpat*PINgen where Vout is the rate of PIN mediated auxin

transport, PINpat the PIN pre-patterning describing the maximum membrane level of the auxin importers as a function of zone, cell

type andmembrane face and PINgen the gene expression level of PIN. With regards to PINmediated transport, tissue type and zona-

tion dependent PIN pre-patterns are incorporated based on experimental data and similar to those used in earlier models (Figure S1A)

(Grieneisen et al., 2007; Laskowski et al., 2008; M€ahönen et al., 2014; van den Berg et al., 2016). Previous research has shown the

critical importance of protoxylem and xylem pole pericycle in LR priming. The initial priming signal was shown to only occur at the two

protoxylem poles, not in other vascular files, and to be transmitted specifically to overlaying pericycle cells in which subsequent LR

development occurs (De Smet et al., 2007). Sincewe aim tomodel LR priming, we choose for our 2Dmodel to represent a longitudinal

cross-section through the protoxylem poles. To achieve this we implemented a vascular PIN pattern emulating critical aspects of the

in planta present three dimensional auxin fluxes that result in the directing of auxin towards the protoxylem poles, ensuring protoxy-

lem pole priming only (el-Showk et al., 2015). Specifically, we included in addition to the predominant basally oriented active auxin

transport, outward oriented, protoxylem directed PIN transport (Figure S1A).

Relative to earlier models changes were made in the PIN1 polarity pattern in the MZ, based on recent experimental data demon-

strating a relatively apolar distribution of PIN1 in the lowermost regions of the root (Omelyanchuk et al., 2016) (Figure S1A). This

change resulted in a broader, more robust auxin maximum, more consistent with experimentally observed auxin patterns. For

simplicity, regulation of and resulting changes in PIN gene expression levels were ignored.

Growth dynamics

Earlier data on Arabidopsis root growth dynamics (Beemster and Baskin, 1998) suggested that cell cycle durations in the root mer-

istem (RAM) are in the order of 20 hours. These cell cycle durations were based onmeasured cumulative cell flux dynamics at the end

of the meristem with the assumption that all, approximately 30-35, rows of cells within the meristem divide at a similar rate. In

our earlier model, cellular growth dynamics were based on these estimated rates (M€ahönen et al., 2014). However, more recent
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data suggest that cell divisions occur in only a limited, rootward region of the meristem containing 15-20 cell rows (Rahni and Birn-

baum, 2019; Wendrich et al., 2017). Cells in the remaining more shootward part of the meristem grow slowly, while not or hardly

dividing, until switching to rapid vacuolar-expansion driven growth in the elongation zone (Dello Ioio et al., 2008; Novák et al.,

2015). Division rates measured within the lowermost, actively dividing part of the meristem were found up to 3 hours per cell cycle

(Campilho et al., 2006; Rahni and Birnbaum, 2019; von Wangenheim et al., 2017). To account for these recent insights, we incorpo-

rated in the current model transit amplifying division rates in the range between 8 and 20h. In addition, we also explicitly incorporated

a proper meristem zone (MZ) in which cells actively divide and a shootward MZ part, which we will refer to as a transition zone (TZ) in

which we ignore rare cell divisions and only simulate slow cytoplasmic cell growth (Figure 1A).

Individual cells start in the MZ where they grow with rate rgrowthMZ/mm and divide when they have doubled their size. When leaving

theMZ, cells enter the TZwhere they still growwith rgrowthMZ/mmbut no longer divide. Upon entering the EZ, cells start to expand with

rate rgrowthEZ/mmuntil amaximumcell height of 175mm is reached and cells enter the DZ.MZ and EZ growth rates are per mm, resulting

in higher per cell growth rates for larger cells and constant elemental growth rates, consistent with experimental observations (Beem-

ster andBaskin, 1998). Given the discrete, grid based nature of ourmodel, cellular growth is executed in discrete steps duringwhich a

single row of grid points is added to the height of a cell. The time interval at which these discrete growth event occurs follows from the

cellular growth rate in the following manner: if (time)% timeprevgrowthstep +(1/(rgrowthMZ/EZ * cellheight)) add row of gridpoints. Concen-

trations of auxins and proteins are corrected for these instantaneous cellular volume increases in case of cytoplasmic growth, but not

in case of vacuolar driven cell expansion where cytoplasmic volume is assumed to stay constant. Upon division, cells are divided into

two equally sized daughter cells that inherit transporter patterns and concentrations of cellular components of their mother cell. All

tissues grow in the described manner. In the LRC developmental zones are shorter and cellular apoptosis occurs when cells reach a

fixed position from the root tip, corresponding with the start of EZ of other tissue types (Figure 1A). To ensure an approximately con-

stant size of the simulated tissue, a constant sized simulation domain encompassing the simulated tissue is defined and the most

shootward cells are removed if their shootward cell wall is within 2 grid points of the simulation domain upper boundary.

Model variations, auxin availability and transport

To investigate the impact of root tip auxin transport and auxin availability, simulations with altered expression and/or localization of

auxin importers and exporters or altered auxin production were performed (Figures 1C–1E). Alterations in transporter levels, auxin

production rates or shoot auxin influx rates were applied by simply multiplying default parameter values with a scaling parameter

a, using a > 1 in case of increase and a < 1 in case of decrease of transporter or production levels. Alterations were often applied

in a tissue and zone specific manner, applying as1 only in specific regions of the root tip (Table S2).

Model variations, altered tissue specific growth dynamics

For adjustment in growth dynamics for LRC tissue (Figure 2A) we assumed that the location of LRC shedding wasmore shootward to

mimic a smbmutant while keeping all other settings the same. For simulations with absence of growth in specific tissue (Figures 2A

and 2B), simulations were run to equilibrium. After this, for assigned tissues no growth, division and expansion dynamics were simu-

lated while all other tissue would continue growth as in default conditions.

Model variations, auxin transport relative to cell height

To determine the mechanism underlying the cell expansion driven increases in cellular auxin levelswe performed additional simula-

tions investigating the roles of auxin export and import and effective changes therein as a consequence of cell expansion. Since pas-

sive auxin uptake occurs across the membrane, which surface area increases with cell height passive transport automatically

increases with cell height. This increase will thus also occur in planta. Additionally, for the apolar AUX/LAX-mediated active auxin

import we did not incorporate a cell size increase mediated dilution of membrane transporter levels in our default model settings.

Constant membrane levels with an increased membrane area result in larger cellular AUX/LAX levels, therefore, also active auxin

import increases with cell height in our model. It is unclear whether in planta also such an increase occurs, which would imply an

upregulation of AUX/LAX production proportionate to membrane area. Finally, PIN proteins typically are highly abundant on shoot-

ward/rootward membranes, with significantly lower levels and/or occupying smaller membrane fractions of lateral membranes.

Nonetheless, analogous to the situation for AUX/LAX, the strong increase in lateral membrane length during growth results in an im-

plicit upregulation of total lateral PIN levels elongation. Again it is unclear whether this increase occurs in planta, or rather total lateral

PIN levels are maintained and smeared out over a larger area.

To investigate the relevance of these size-dependent increases in passive and active auxin import and export for auxin loading, in a

subset of simulations we prevented this increase through normalizing these auxin fluxes for cell height in the TZ, EZ and DZ of stele

cell files by multiplying them with a factor
MZcellheight

cellheight for cellheight>2.2*MZcellheight, where MZcellheight(= 8 mm) and 2*MZcellheight(= 16 mm)

is the average cell height in the TZ just before expansion starts. Since plant cells elongate in length this normalization for transport was

only applied for the lateral membranes. Furthermore, in case of normalization of passive import, since auxin levels in the EZ strongly

depend on this passive influx we restricted the normalization to 25% of the total passive influx capacity to prevent a total auxin

collapse in the simulations.

Model variations, tissue specific zonation

In our default simulations cell growth, division and expansion dynamics are perfectly synchronized within and across cell files. How-

ever, in planta between tissue types differences in zonation dynamics, cell cycle durations and cell sizes have been observed (Beem-

ster and Baskin, 1998; Lavrekha et al., 2017; Rahni and Birnbaum, 2019). Stele protoxylem and protophloem cells start expanding

relatively close to the root tip (�150 mm), whereas pericycle protoxylem and protophloem cells stop divisions furthest from the root tip

(�250 mm) (Lavrekha et al., 2017; Rahni and Birnbaum, 2019). Additionally, vasculature cell cycles are faster than cell cycles in the
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outer tissues (16h vasculature versus 22h cortex) ((Lavrekha et al., 2017), see methods) and vasculature cells have an increased

height compared to outer tissue (1.5-2 times larger on average) (Lavrekha et al., 2017; Rahni and Birnbaum, 2019).

To investigate the consequences for priming of these cell type specific differences, we implemented a tissue type dependent loca-

tion of theMZ-TZ boundary, transit amplifying division rates and cell sizes, both alone and in combination in ourmodel. For theMZ-TZ

boundary vasculature division ceases at 55% of the total meristem length, pericycle at 85% of meristem length and all other tissue at

75% of meristem length, for division rates we increased vascular TA division rates by a factor of 1.5, and for cell sizes we increased

vascular cell sizes by a factor of 1.5.

Since plants cells have cell walls which they sharewith their neighboring cells, cells are unable to slide past one another and instead

maintain their neighborhood of surrounding cells. This begs the question how vasculature cells can have a more rapid cell cycle,

implying a larger doubling rate and hence elemental growth rate, compared to other cells. Adding to this a larger cell size (doubling

in less time) aggravates this matter even further. However, while outer cell files curve out laterally from the QC (Figure 1A) and

straighten out further shootward, vasculature cell files originate atop of the QC and follow a straight trajectory. We thus hypothesized

that the curvature of non-vascular cell files would result in a longer pathlength, that in absence of compensation would result in a

higher cumulative displacement at the end of the MZ for these cell files. This would imply that higher vascular growth rates serve

to compensate for the longer pathlength. To investigate this matter, we analyzed 10 meristems of 7-day old Arabidopsis roots grown

on 1/2MSmedium that were used for the lateral root number assay,We applied the Fuji plugin cell-o-tape tomeasure the length of the

cell file from QC to EZ for a cortical and vasculature file and divided the difference of the cell file lengths through the average cortical

cell size in the first 4 layers above the QC. The results indicate that a cortical cell file length is 12-20mm longer than stele file length,

translating to roughly to 2.5-3 cells of 5mm. This indicates that�1-2 division evens have occurred in the cortical cell file before vascu-

lature divisions start.

We combined these findings with the data from Lavrehka 2017 et al regarding cell cycle and cell size values for cortex and stele

cells to analytically test whether the differences in division rate and cell size indeed serve to compensate differences in cell file length

and result in overall synchronized cumulative displacement from cell growth (Lavrekha et al., 2017).

For stele cells we model the cumulative displacement as function of time as:

MZpositionðtÞ = 2
t

tTA + 2
t�tSC
tTA + 2

t�2�tSC
tTA

Where MZposition is the position of a cell in a meristem expressed in cortical cell size, the terms are the growth contribution by TA

division from released SC assuming that a maximum of 3 SC divisions occur in the time window that an individual cell spends in

the MZ. When assuming a 1.5 times larger cell height.

For the cortical cell files starting with 4 instead of 1 cell, we applied the following formula:

MZpositionðtÞ = � 3+ 4 � 2 t
tTA + 2

t�tSC
tTA + 2

t�2�tSC
tTA

Here the -3 term represents the 3 cells already present when counting from the QC in the cortical but not the vasculature cell file, to

ensure we are comparing positions of cells with an initially corresponding position over time. Additionally, the -1.5tTAcort term rep-

resents that given the presence of 4 instead of 1 cells relative to the last SC division already 1 TA division has passed and hence a new

SC division is due at time t=tSC-tTA. For stem cell cycles we applied tSC=60h and for TA cell cycles we applied tTAstele=16h and

tTAcort=22h for stele and cortex respectively (Lavrekha et al., 2017; Rahni and Birnbaum, 2019).

When plotting the above formulas while not incorporating the larger size of vascular cells nor their faster TA division (using the same

value as for the cortex), we see that the head start provided by the curvature of the cortical cell file results in a substantially faster

displacement of cortical versus vasculature cells (Figure S6I, yellow vs brown line). When incorporating in the vasculature formula

either the larger cell size (Figure S6I, purple line) or the faster division rates this difference in displacement decreases (Figure S6I,

grey line). Only when incorporating both aspects a highly similar displacement graph as compared to the cortex arises (Figure S6I,

red line). These findings confirm our hypothesis, supporting that the larger vasculature cell size and faster division rates serve to

compensate for the longer cell file length in the cortex due to curvature.

Since in our model growth dynamics are only applied outside of the curved region (see section Tissue layout), applying a faster

division and hence growth rate in the vasculature would induce biologically unrealistic sliding in our model. To avoid this sliding,

several adjustments to the model growth dynamics were made. First, under default conditions, per update step cells in the MZ could

undergo either growth or division, leading to a small growth disadvantage of faster dividing cells. To avoid this, cells were allowed to

both grow and divide during the same time step. Secondly in our default simulations cells enter the EZ when their lower membrane is

above the LRC, however, with different cell sizes in the meristem this might result in large cells not meeting this condition yet while a

smaller neighboring cell already enters the EZ and starts to rapidly elongate. To achieve across cell file synchronously occurring rapid

elongation, cells should in addition to their lower membrane being above the LRC, have only neighboring cells in the horizontal plane

that all also fulfill the requirements to start elongation. Finally, we applied a compensation in the elongation rates for large cells. To

understand this, we need to consider the following: In our discrete, grid-based model, cell walls take up 1 grid point. Therefore,

modeling the situation of a large cell flanked by two smaller cells half its size, results in our model in practice in a large cell of height

H flanked by two cells of height (H-1)/2, due to the 1 grid point cell wall separating these two smaller cells also taking up space. As a

consequence, despite having a constant elemental growth rate, the presence of a non-expanding cell wall causes the 2 small cells to
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expand less rapidly than the one larger cell. To prevent this, we need to downscale expansion rates of larger cells, taking into account

the number of non-growing cell walls potentially present in cell files containing smaller cells.

To achieve this we apply the following formula:

rgrowthMZ/EZ * (cellheight-(cellheight/MZcellheight-1)*1.5)

giving a penalty for how often a meristematic cell size (MZcellheight) fits in the cell size and hence compensating for the number of

walls small MZcellheight sized cells would have that do not contribute to growth rate, the -1 is such that a MZcellheight sized cell has no

penalty.

Analysis methods: kymographs

To display and analyze simulated spatio-temporal auxin dynamics, we also generated model kymographs. Kymographs were

created by taking snapshots of auxin patterns in a one grid point wide longitudinal cross section in the cell file of interest (typically

outer vasculature or pericycle). To zoom in on the spatial domain relevant for priming, longitudinal snapshots run from the first dividing

cell (�200 mm from root tip) to the position where cells are fully elongated (�1200 mm from the root tip). Snapshots were stored every

100 time steps (=20 seconds) and aligned according to their temporal sequence. Priming frequency was obtained by priming�1
time , where

priming is the observed number of priming events, time is the simulation time. A cell was considered to undergo priming (i.e. its pass-

ing through the EZ was counted as a priming event) when the auxin level of that cell at the start of the EZ was more than 110% of that

of it’s immediate above and below neighboring cells Priming site spacing was counted as the number of cells passing through in the

time interval between 2 priming events, cells undergoing priming were excluded from the priming site spacing count.

Analysis methods: disentangling size, time and competition effects on auxin loading
Our results show that the auxin reflux loop creates an auxin loading zone in the transition zone/early elongation zone and that long

narrow cells have an advantage in terms of auxin loading potential. Kymographs show that particularly large cells followed by a small

cell have the largest auxin levels (Figure 3A). At the start of the EZ (400 mm from the root tip), we see a periodic temporal sequence

from small to large cells arriving at the EZ. Furthermore, we see that the cells that gain the highest auxin levels are those cells that

arrive with the largest size at the EZ and that have the smallest cell following them (Figure 3B).

Theoretically, having a small cell below you may contribute to the auxin level of the above large cell in a total of three ways. First,

nearby cells may compete for auxin, and given the lower auxin loading potential of a small cell, the above larger cells may be enabled

to load more auxin. Second, due to exponential growth dynamics a smaller cell causes less displacement of its upper neighbor, al-

lowing this cell to reside longer in the auxin loading region, we will refer to this as residence time. This larger residence time will allow

the above cell to load auxin for a larger time period, which may contribute to its overall auxin levels. Third, a larger residence time

allows for a longer period of growth while inside this domain, so it will also allow the above cell to reach a larger size while in the auxin

loading domain and may thus enhance auxin loading due to size.

To disentangle these potential effects of competition, residence time and cell size we performed a series of artificially controlled

growth simulations. These artificial growth simulations were started from steady state conditions obtained under normal growth dy-

namics. For these simulations, controlled growthwas applied as follows: 1 cell at the start of the elongation zonewasmonitored for its

cell size and auxin levels during the growth simulation, only the 10 cells of themeristemdirectly below the tracked cell were allowed to

grow. For these 10 meristem cells linear growth was applied, meaning that cellular growth rates do not increase with cell size as is

normally the case. These specific growth dynamics were maintained irrespective of whether cells are still in the meristem zone or

enter the elongation zone during the time of the growth simulation. The non-standard linear growth dynamics were chosen for

more easy control of growth rate and hence overall cumulative displacement generated by this growth domain as opposed to the

standard exponential growth. Cells that are in the elongation zone from the start of the simulation onwards elongated with standard,

exponential dynamics.

First to test whether cells compete for auxin (Figure S6J, orange bottom box), we varied whether the below meristem cells divided

or not. This allows us to investigate whether size dependent competition is relevant for auxin levels in the larger cells.

Next to assess the influence of residence time (Figure S6J, orange-greenmiddle box), we doubled themeristematic cell cycle dura-

tion essentially impacting cumulative displacement rate and hence residence time in the elongation zone. However, without addi-

tional measures, changing the time spent in the early elongation zone will also affect the growth time and hence the size the cell

has when residing in this zone. To be able to investigate the impact of residence time independent of cell size, elongation rates

need to be adjusted such that a constant final cell size is reached at a fixed distance from the root tip. To achieve this, cells in the

elongation zone were tracked and their actual height, heightact is compared with the target height, heighttar that would normally

be achieved under default growth rates. The ratio between these two heights is next used to determine a modified root growth rate:

rgrowthEZ; corrected = rgrowthEZ � heighttar
heightact

(Equation 5)

This corrected growth rate is subsequently applied, resulting in heightact converging to heighttar.

In this way growth rate variations in the below MZ are compensated by changes in the growth rate in EZ. The target cell height is

determined as follows: =heihttar = heightstart+ðrgrowthEZÞtgrowth , where heightstart is the cell size at the start of the simulation and tgrowth

is the time a cell would need to reach the current position under default displacement velocity.
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Finally to assess the effect of cell size on auxin loading (Figure S6J, green, upper box), we doubled the elongation time while keep-

ing all other settings, including final cell size constant, enabling us to investigate the impact of expansion rate and hence cell size

attained within the TZ independent of changes in residence time.

The results of the 3 above described simulations were compared to a default growth simulations wheremeristem cells grow but not

divide at a doubling rate of 7h and cells in the elongation zone reach their final cell size in 7h (Figure S6J, black line). The comparison

shows that auxin loading hardly depends on the size of the neighboring below cell, suggesting that reduced competition for auxin

does not play a significant role (Figure S6J, orange line). A modest increase in auxin loading can be observed for increased residence

time (Green/orange line). Finally, we see a significant reduction in auxin loading for a more slowly expanding, and hence smaller cells

(green line). Thus, the impact of a smaller below cell arises predominantly from the above cell having more time to grow and hence

reaching larger sizes and more auxin loading potential, and to a lesser extent from the above cell spending more time in the auxin

loading domain (Figure S6J).

Analysis methods: Mathematical derivation of dependence priming on division frequency and meristem size
Following Beemster and Baskin (1998) the residence time of a cell in the meristem (Tres) as a function of cell cycle duration (Tcellcycle)

and meristem size (MZsize) can be written as: Tres = Tcellcycle � log2, which basically states that the time it takes for a cell to leave the

meristem is the product of the time needed for the cell to divide times the number of divisions needed to generate the number of cells

in the meristem. Since each round of division, cell numbers double the latter equals log2. From this equation it follow that the number

of divisions a cell (nrdiv) undergoes before leaving the meristem equals: nrdiv = Tres

Tcellcycle
= log2.

In the limit case where stem cells divide at the same rate as transit amplifying cells, each round of division of a TA cell also a new

clone originates at the SC. Under these conditions the number of divisions a cell undergoes before leaving the meristem equals the

number of clones generated by the SCwithin that period that fill up themeristem from the SC up until this cell that is just about to leave

the meristem. Thus an upper boundary for the number of clones fitting in the meristem is the number of divisions a cell can undergo

before leaving the meristem, log2.

Clone density can then be written as: clone density=log2.

For a priming event to occur a large-small cell pair needs to arrive in the transition zone. In order to arrive large in the transition zone

a cell needs to have undergone its last division as long as possible ago, yet not undergo one further division. This defines a temporal

window of (1- a) cell cycle before reaching the transition zone (less than (1- a) cell cycle ago cells have not grown enough, equal or

more than 1 cell cycle ago they will divide oncemore).This temporal window can be translated into a spatial window (in terms of num-

ber of cells) by again using the equation that Beemster and Baskin (1998) formulated for a cell’s residence time in the meristem:

Tres = Tcellcycle � log2:

To calculate the size of the window we can write:

Tres �Tcellcycle =Tcellcycle � log2ðblowÞ/blow = 2ðTres�TcellcycleÞ=Tcellcycle
Tres �a � Tcellcycle =Tcellcycle � log2ðbupÞ/bup = 2ðTres�a�TcellcycleÞ=Tcellcycle

Where blow is the lower and bup is the upper boundary of the window expressed in the number of meristem cells between this position

and the QC and (1-a) is the fraction of the cell cycle that still results in the arrival of a large cell at the TZ. By definition window size is

then given by window = window= blow � bup and hence window = 2
ðTres�a�Tcellcycle Þ=Tcellcycle

2
ðTres�TcellcycleÞ=Tcellcycle substituting Tres =Tcellcycle � log2 subsequently

results in:

window = 2

The derived function window can be approximated aswindow = g �MZ, which for the a=0.25 derived from our simulations results

in a value of g=0.34 (Figure S6K). The spatial window defines the number of cell positions at which one last division will result in a cell

that will be large enough to give rise to a priming event.

For priming to occur, a large cell needs to be followed by a small cell. Thus, rootward of the cell undergoing its last division in the

spatial window, a further round of cell division should occur causing this cell to arrive small. For the lowermost position in this spatial

window, at �0.99 cell cycle, it automatically holds that the cell rootward of it, at a distance of 1 cell cycle of the end of the meristem,

will undergo onemore round of cell division before entering the TZ. For positions inside the window, the only possibility for that partic-

ular cell to divide for the last time yet the cell(s) directly below it to undergo onemore division is if these cells are part of another out-of-

phase dividing clone.

Combined this gives rise to the following formula for priming frequency:

For window is <=1: Pfreq = Dfreq

for window >1: Pfreq = Dfreq � ð1 + ðwindow � 1Þ �asyncÞhere Dfreq is the division frequency, for which holds Dfreq = 1
Tcellcycle

, which

sets a lower limit to the priming frequency in absence of asynchronous clones, (window -1) reflects that if asynchronous clones are

present other positions in the window than this lowermost one (so window-1) give room to alternative, out of phase final division
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events. Finally async is an asynchronicity factor, that determines towhat extent asynchronous divisionsmay occur at these additional

positions provided by window size and is proportionate to clone density=log2 (see above).

Numerical integration and run-time performance

Auxin transport occurs at relatively high rates. As a consequence, standard Euler forward explicit integration schemes would require

very small temporal integration steps (Dt=0.0001). To simulate plant growth dynamics over a time course of one or several days, this

would result in excessively long simulation run times. Therefore, similar to earlier modeling studies by us and others (Grieneisen et al.,

2007; M€ahönen et al., 2014) we used an alternating direction semi-implicit integration scheme for the auxin partial differential equa-

tions (Peaceman et al., 1955), allowing us to use integration steps of 0.2s and a spatial integration step of Dx = 2 mm. The code of the

model was written in C++, simulations were run on 24 to 36-core workstations with Intel Xeon E5-2687W processors, resulting in a

typical run-time of 24 hours for a simulation representing 6 days of plant growth.

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Statistical analysis and curve fitting were performed using python. Criteria for exclusion of experimental samples were described in

the corresponding STAR Methods. Statistical details of experiments (whenever present: n, mean, median, p-value) are in the figure

legends of corresponding experiments.

Computational results
Robustness analysis

To test whether the observed behavior found here might be an artifact of modelling choices we performed an extensive robustness

analysis. First, to ensure that the observed oscillations are not a result of changes in tissue total auxin content due to the culling of the

most shootward cells as they are nearing the boundary of the simulation domain, we performed simulations in much larger simula-

tions domains yet similar starting tissue sizes in which initially the simulation domain is not reached by the topmost cells (Figure S7A).

This enabled us to validate that oscillations occur also in absence of culling of shootward cells. Second, to ensure robustness against

changes in precise root tip architecture or division dynamics incorporated in the model, simulations were performed in an alternative

root tip architecture with a more pointy root tip shape as previously used in our halotropism study (van den Berg et al., 2016) (Fig-

ure S7B), in a root tip architecture in which all cells have a reduced width (Figure S7C, left panel), in a root tip layout in which cells

in the different cell files are staggered (Figure S7D), in a root tip in which clones of sibling cells divide slightly asynchronously (Fig-

ure S7E), and in a root tip where both different cell files are staggered and cells divide slightly asynchronous (Figure S7F). In all cases,

oscillation dynamics were found to robustly occur. Additionally, simulations were performed at an alternative spatial resolution (1 mm

instead of the default 2mm), again without resulting in changes in oscillation dynamics (Figure S7C, right panel). Next, we investigated

whether the incorporated auxin-dependence of AUX/LAX expression, or rather ignoring the auxin-dependence of PIN expression

affected oscillations. Again, both removing AUX/LAX auxin dependence or instead incorporating PIN auxin dependence had no sig-

nificant effect on oscillation dynamics (Figures S7G and S7H). Finally, we performed simulations for a root tip model incorporating

multiple layers of cortical cell layers as frequently encountered in plant species other than Arabidopsis thaliana demonstrating

that also this does not influence priming dynamics (Figure S7I). We thus conclude that the observed oscillations in auxin levels

are not a direct result of particular choices in model assumptions, simplifications or implementation.

In themain manuscript, as part of our investigation of themechanism underlying oscillations we have varied auxin production rates

and locations, PIN and AUX1 transporter efficiencies and patterns, meristem sizes, and cell division and elongation rates. In all cases,

periodic auxin oscillations were observed. Changes in auxin parameters merely affected oscillation amplitude but not frequency, as

for example shown in Figures 1C and 1D. Similarly, changes in elongation rate also affected oscillation amplitude but not frequency,

as demonstrated in Figure 4. In contrast, changes in meristem size and division rate affected priming frequency and spacing, as

described. Only when the auxin reflux loop was fully abolished (Figure 1E, yellow line) or vascular cells were not allowed to grow (Fig-

ure S2B) simulations did not display periodic auxin oscillations.
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